In this work, we present a framework based on multistream convolutional neural networks (CNNs) for group activity recognition. Streams of CNNs are separately trained on different modalities and their predictions are fused at the end. Each stream has two branches to predict the group activity based on person and scene level representations. A new modality based on the human pose estimation is presented to add extra information to the model. We evaluate our method on the Volleyball and Collective Activity datasets. Experimental results show that the proposed framework is able to achieve state-of-the-art results when multiple or single frames are given as input to the model with 90.50% and 86.61% accuracy on Volleyball dataset, respectively, and 87.01% accuracy of multiple frames group activity on Collective Activity dataset.
Introduction
Human activity recognition is one of the main areas of research in computer vision where the goal is to classify what a human is doing in an input video or image. Group activity recognition is a subset of human activity recognition problem which focuses on the collective behavior of a group of people, resulted from the individual actions of the persons and their interactions. Collective activity recognition is a basic task for automatic human behavior analysis in many areas like surveillance or sports videos.
In group activity recognition, it is crucial to take into account the individual actions of the people and their interactions as in many cases the group activity is formed by these actions and interactions. So, most group activity recognition models analyzes the personal activities either explicitly or implicitly. Some works try to predict individual actions and group activity in a joint framework using probabilistic graphical models [15, 5] or neural networks that implement the functionality of graphical models [8, 7] . Other approaches, use pooling methods like max pooling [13, 2] or attention pooling [19] on the individual person representations to model the relation between individual humans and the collective activity.
Another important factor in recognizing the group activity recognition is the temporal development of the individual actions and group activity. Various approaches use Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) to model individual actions and group activity over time [13, 19, 24, 26, 20, 2] . This strategy provides a concrete way of modeling group activity in the video. Some existing works try to inject temporal data through Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) on optical flow fields calculated between two consecutive frames as an additional input to each time step of RNN [26, 24, 16] . Recently, multi-stream convolutional networks where temporal information is modeled by CNNs on optical flow fields outperformed RNNs in action recognition task [21, 10, 25, 4] . To the best of our knowledge, none of the previous approaches study the group activity recognition using convolutional streams on the full range of the temporal data. When using multi-stream convolutional networks for group activity, a challenge is how to model temporal stream for multiple individuals in the input video. One can extract the sequence of images for each person according to its trajectory and compute optical flow for this sequence. Each sequence will be analyzed by a CNN on optical flow fields. This approach can be costly due to the computation of optical flow for multiple individuals and several forward passes of CNNs on the input optical flow field for all the persons in the video.
Incorporating additional information other than the appearance features has positive effect on the performance of the activity recognition models. In [15] , discrete pose labels are combined with action labels to form new action labels to improve accuracy. In [26] , a pose class is injected into the model as sub-action information. As stated above, in [26, 24, 16] , temporal cues obtained from the optical flow are given to the RNN. In this paper, we use the pose heatmap which contains detailed information about the body parts of the humans as novel information source in our model.
In this paper, we propose a multi-stream convolutional framework for the task of group activity recognition which addressed all of the above issues. In this framework, new input modalities are easily incorporated into the model by the addition of new convolutional streams. Optical flow, warped optical flow, pose heatmap, and the RGB frame are four different modalities considered in this paper, each of which capturing a different aspect of the input video. Moreover, to consider both the individual actions and the global activity, each stream is composed of two distinct branches; one focuses on the individual regions of the actors for individual action or group activity recognition while the other processes the whole content of the input video to recognize group activities. Evaluation on Volleyball [13] and Collective Activity [6] datasets shows the effectiveness of our approach.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, in Sec. 2, the related works are briefly discussed. Details of our multi-stream framework are given in Sec. 3. Sec. 4 is about the datasets. Our experimental results along with the analysis of the results are given in Sec. 5. We conclude the paper in Sec. 6.
Related Works
We categorize and review the previous related works in the following subsections. The first subsection present the works especially focused on group activity recognition. Since action recognition is used as a preliminary step of our group activity recognition approach, prominent works of this field are also reported in the second subsection.
Group Activity Recognition
There have been efforts to use probabilistic graphical models to tackle the group activity recognition problem. [15] propose a graphical model with person-person and group-person factors and employ a two-stage inference mechanism to find the optimal graph structure and the best possible labels for the individual actions and collective activity. In [5] , the authors explore the idea of tracking persons and predicting their activity as a group in a joint probabilistic framework. [22] use a latent graph model for multitarget tracking, activity group localization and group activity recognition.
Initial probabilistic approaches use hand-crafted features as input to their model. With the recent success of deep neural networks in various computer vision tasks, these networks are incorporated in the probabilistic group activity recognition models as feature extractors and inference engines. [8] exploit the power of CNNs as an initial classifier to produce unary potentials. They implement the graphical model utilizing a deep neural network and perform message passing through the network to refine initial predictions. Another work explores the idea of using RNNs for message passing [7] . They also propose gating functions for learning structure of the graph.
Recently, a series of works have studied the group activity recognition using RNNs to model temporal information [13, 19, 24, 26, 20, 2, 16] . [13] employ a hierarchy of LongShort Term Memory (LSTM) networks to predict individual actions and collective activity. In [19] , individual actors and the collective event are modeled with bidirectional and unidirectional LSTMs, respectively, and higher importance is given to key actors in an event by the means of attention pooling on persons. [24] introduces person-centered features as the input of a hierarchical LSTM to predict futsal activity. In a different approach, [26] proposes a threelevel model consisting of person, group and scene representations. In the person level, each person is modeled in temporal domain with an LSTM. The final representations of these LSTMs are fed into other LSTMs at the group level in which persons are divided into spatio-temporal consistent groups. The output of the group-level LSTMs are used to generate the final scene-level prediction.
[20] propose confidence-energy recurrent network in which a novel energy layer is used instead of the common softmax layer and the uncertain predictions are avoided by the computation of p-values at the same layer. [2] detect persons and classify group activity in an end to end framework. To do so, a fully convolutional network provides the initial bounding boxes for persons, which are then collectively refined in a Markov Random Field. Similar to previous works, an RNN predicts the group activity. Most recently, authors in [16] decide upon the group activity based on the captions automatically generated for the input video as semantic information.
Action Recognition
In all group activity recognition models studied previously, explicit or implicit recognition of individual actions was an important part of the model. However, in some applications, the ultimate goal is to detect the individual actions of the persons not their group activity. As our model benefits from the ideas of single-person action recognition models, these models are studied here. [21] propose two streams of CNNs to predict human actions in an input video. The first stream is applied to the RGB image to reason about the actions considering the appearance features while the second stream uses the optical flow fields to incorporate the temporal information into the model. The final action scores are calculated with a late fusion of the probability scores obtained from two streams. [10] study fusion of two streams in earlier stages of the network. They also apply a two-stream network to multiple chunks of the video and fuse the results to further improve the model. [9] propose the Long-term Recurrent Convolutional Networks model in which the visual features extracted from the input frames by means of the CNN network are fed into an LSTM network that produces the final predictions. This model has been applied to several video processing tasks including action recognition. In a recent work [17] , VideoLSTM is developed for action classification and localization. This model uses a 2-d attention mechanism that utilizes the motion information from optical flow fields between frames.
In [25] , Temporal Segment Network is proposed to model long-range temporal information. Each video is divided into segments of which snippets of frames are sampled. A differentiable segmental consensus of CNNs on different segments is performed which makes end-to-end joint training of segment CNNs possible. They train their model with RGB, optical flow, and warped optical flow modalities separately and combine class scores of multiple streams at the end. The study of the effect of pretraining different architectures on large scale video classification datasets before training on smaller datasets in [4] proves the positive impact of this step in action recognition task. Finally, it is worth mentioning that a common aspect of all above stateof-the-art action recognition methods is the use of multiple input streams.
The Proposed Framework
The goal of our work is to develop a framework that can easily incorporate information from new modalities as additional convolutional streams for group activity recognition. Group activity is a high level concept and existing multi-stream models for action recognition where each CNN stream reasons over the whole input without considering individuals, don't perform well. A group activity model has to consider individual actors in the process of predicting the collective behavior. Each stream in our framework learns to reason in two different ways to both make use of the person level and contextual level information. We modify the CNN of every stream to make predictions based on person representations and scene level cues simultaneously without the need to apply two separate CNNs for each part.
In the following, we first present the outline of the proposed framework and then review the modalities used in this paper. Fig. 1 shows the architecture of the model. For an input video with H × W frame size and a set of K input modalities, K convolutional streams are considered. Each stream k takes the kth modality with the dimensions H × W × D k as input to the model, where D k is the number of channels of the input, and outputs the set of predictions {I k,1 , I k,2 , ..., I k,N } for individual actions, person level group activity G k , and scene level group activity C k . I k,n shows the prediction of stream k for the action of person n and N is the number of persons present in the input video. These predictions need to be combined across different modalities to produce the final predictions of the multi-stream framework. Fusion of predictions for individual actions and group activity is performed as follows:
The Overall Architecture
Here, I n is the final score vector for the individual action of person n. φ 1 is the fusion function to combine the set of predictions {I 1,n , I 2,n , ..., I K,n } across different streams for person n. φ 2 is the fusion function that produces final prediction vector G for the group activity from the joint set 
Convolutional Stream
In each stream, given an input of the shape H × W × D a CNN is first applied to produce feature maps of the form H × W × D . Like [2] , feature maps from multiple layers are concatenated to form the output for the next step. According to the bounding box B n of each person n, the region corresponding to B n is extracted from the feature map and resized to a fixed shape of M × M × D . This approach is shown to be effective in reducing computational complexity of the model because it doesn't need to do the calculations of the initial layers for every crop of the image [11] .
The extracted region of the nth individual is given to a fully connected layer f n to form the final representation for the corresponding person n. These representations are fed to separate fully connected layers which classify the individuals' actions. To predict the group activity, we need to pool information from individual actors. Therefore, vector g is produced using max pooling over all individual feature vectors (f n s) to form a general descriptor of all persons. Another network layer is used to give the final group activity prediction of the current stream (G k ) based on this overall representation. It can also be helpful to let the model reason over the total spatial range of the input. This way, it can extract contextual information that wasn't available in the case of using only the bounding boxes of persons. Therefore, we also use the standard flow of layers for the chosen CNN architecture as a separate branch to directly predict the group activity. Features for individual persons are extracted from feature maps of the same CNN and we don't apply two different networks for group activity prediction from individual and scene level representations. The stream k of the model is trained using L total loss function defined as follows:
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where L I , L G , and L G C are losses for individual actions, group activity from pooled representations, and group activity inferred from the whole image respectively.Î N . N I and N G show the number of classes for individual action and group activity. The total loss function is defined as a weighted sum of the above three loss functions and the weights w I , w G , and w G C are used to control the importance of each part.
Input Modalities
Every stream of the proposed framework is aimed at capturing a different aspect of the input data that would be hard to be extracted from other modalities. Separating different modalities and assigning each modality to a different stream eases model's job to reason over specific information present in each of them. In this paper, we use two types of inputs, spatial ones that work on single frames and temporal inputs that use multiple frames.
As appearance is very important in classifying actions, a spatial stream is used to process frames in RGB format. In addition to RGB, we propose posemap as a new spatial stream, representing the locations of the body parts of actors. Body parts of a person take different structures for different actions and hence learning these relations allows the model to discriminate between actions. The posemap is represented in the form of a heatmap in which the positions of the body parts are given in a H × W map whose values are higher near the locations of the parts. As stated above, the pose of each individual person and the posemap of the whole frame are investigated in two parts of the corresponding stream.
Similar to [25] , we process optical flow and warped optical flow fields between adjacent frames in temporal streams. Optical flow is a good way of extracting motion information from a sequence of frames but it does not consider camera motion. Warped optical flow is proposed in [25] to remove camera motion. Fig. 2 shows samples of all the modalities used in this work. It is evident that cues about human body are extracted in posemap. We don't get ground truth heatmaps as input to our model. Posemaps have to be generated on the fly by existing models. Thanks to recent advances in human pose estimation [27, 3] , we can use pretrained pose estimation models to extract posemap from an input image.
Datasets
We evaluate our model on Volleyball [13] and Collective Activity [6] datasets.
Volleyball Dataset
This dataset consists of 55 videos of volleyball matches. Every match is broken into multiple smaller length video clips of specific group activities. Videos of 39 matches are used for training and the other 16 matches are used for testing. This means we have 3493 clips for training and 1337 for testing the model. Each clip has 41 frames with middle frame labeled with group activity, actions of persons and bounding box coordinates for each person. Other frames don't have any labels. In previous works [13, 26, 20] a tracker is used to find bounding boxes of persons in other frames but our approach doesn't need to know the location of individuals in frames other than the middle one. There are 8 group activity and 9 individual action classes in this dataset. Group activity labels are right set, right spike, right pass, right winpoint, left set, left spike, left pass, and left winpoint. Individual actions are blocking, digging, falling, jumping, moving, setting, spiking, standing, and waiting. A sample frame of the dataset with bounding boxes along with individual actions and group activity labels are shown in Fig. 3. 
Collective Activity Dataset
In this dataset, there are 44 videos with different number of frames in each video. 31 videos are used for training and 13 for testing. Person bounding boxes and actions are labeled every 10th frame. Therefore, the train and test sets are consisted of 1908 and 639 short clips, respectively. Action labels are crossing, waiting, queuing, walking, and talking. The most frequent person action label in each short clip is considered as the group activity label for that clip.
Experiments

Implementation Details
We implement our model with Tensorflow [1] . We use Inception-V3 [23] as our CNN architecture. Inception-V3 has 3 different types of inception modules and each of them is repeated for a number of times (3, 5, and 2 times). There are a total of 10 inception modules. Final output of two initial inception types are resized and concatenated to form a H ×W ×D feature map. Final output of type-1 inception module has a depth of 256. This depth is 768 for the output of type-2 inception. Therefore, the depth of featuremap will be 1056.
Volleyball Dataset. Input frames are resized to 720 × 1280. Then, the dimensions of the featuremap will be 87 × 157 × 1056. The cropped region from the featuremap for each person is resized to 4 × 4. The number of neurons in f i is set to 2048. We observe that values of 2, 1, and 1 for weights w I , w G , and w G C produce consistent results. Adam optimizer [14] with a learning rate of 0.00001 is used to train all models. Data augmentation is not performed.
Collective Activity Dataset. Resized images have the shape 480 × 720 and their featuremap dimensions are 57 × 87 × 1056. For optical flow, warped optical flow, rgb, and posemap streams, we use f i with 512, 512, 512, and 256 neurons, respectively. w I , w G , and w G C are all set to 1. The learning rate for Adam optimizer is set to 0.00001 for optical flow and warped optical flow streams and 0.0001 for rgb and posemap streams. Due to small number of data samples and the large variations in background, we do random horizontal flips as data augmentation.
To compute optical flow and warped optical flow we resort to the same approach presented in [25] and use TVL1 Figure 2 . Samples of different modalities considered in our model. We use RGB, pose, optical flow, and warped optical flow. Due to small temporal difference of adjacent frames, it is not easy to spot the differences of optical flow and warped optical flow fields in this case. Figure 3 . Example middle frame of a clip from Volleyball Dataset [13] . Bounding boxes, actions of persons, and the group activity are specified on the image. algorithm [28] . In addition to the middle frame, we take 4 frames before and 5 frames after it to form the temporal domain. Both temporal modalities are extracted prior to train and compressed and saved as JPEG files to speed up the training. To extract pose images, we use pretrained model of [3] on COCO 2016 keypoints challenge dataset [18] . We use only a scale of 2 and construct the pose image using background heatmap in the model's output. Background has higher values for the points where there is no human body part. We subtract every point in the heatmap from maximum value of the heatmap and use them as new values for heatmap to give higher values to points near human body parts. These points are scaled to the range of [0, 255] and saved like flow fields.
We initialize all layers of Inception-V3 with pretrained weights on ImageNet. In temporal streams input has more than three channels. To initialize inputs of each channel, we follow the same approach proposed in [25] and initialize every channel in temporal streams with the channel-wise mean of pretrained Inception-V3. Posemaps have only one channel and we repeat that channel to construct an input with three channels to make it possible to use pretrained weights on Imagenet.
Model Performance Analysis
In this subsection, different strategies that lead to the best performing model on Volleyball dataset are analyzed. As we discussed previously, using person level representations to predict group activity discards the contextual information. We expect adding scene level predictions to previous predictions to improve the results. Table. 1 shows the experimental results of adding scene predictions for each stream. Although accuracies of scene level predictions are lower than predictions in person level branch, the positive effect of additional contextual cues is evident in all modalities. Accuracy of the scene branch in pose modality is significantly lower than performance of different branches in other modalities. Although it leads to a minor increase in accuracy of the fused pose stream, it can cause performance degradation in combination with other modalities. We will discuss this issue when we study the impact of the pose modality on the performance of the model.
As we mentioned earlier, in this framework new convolutional streams on new modalities can be integrated into final model to improve the performance. To evaluate the effect of additional modalities, we experiment with different combinations of streams. The results are summarized in Table. optical flow fields in extracting temporal cues from a sequence of frames. Warped optical flow stream works on a similar input to optical flow stream and adding it to model only dissolves minor shortcomings of RGB and optical flow fusion. Previously, we discussed the positive effect of contextual information in the scene branches of the model. Here, we add them to the multi-stream framework. Increase of accuracy becomes bold again after adding the RGB scene branch predictions. Temporal streams have minor improvement relative to first scene branch. Intuitively, first scene stream encodes contextual information that is highly similar to other scene streams. Therefore, adding new scene streams improves the accuracy, but it is not noticeable relative to the total accuracy.
Next, we consider evaluating the effect of our new modality, posemap. In Table. 1 accuracies of both person and scene branches of posemap stream are reported. Person based branch is able to produce an acceptable result but the scene branch lacks the power of extracting contextual information in this case. A downgrade in performance is expected for the scene predictions because in the posemaps generated from the Volleyball Dataset, information about some of the objects in the context including ball, net, and court are omitted. One of the flexibilities of our framework is that depending on the modality, we can choose to use both or one of the person or scene branches. For example, in Table. 2, we observe that adding group activity predictions produced by person level branch of the posemap to other modalities improves the accuracy but including the scene branch predictions decreases the accuracy due to the poor performance of scene predictions in this specific modality. Therefore, we choose not to use scene branch predictions of posemap in our final model for Volleyball dataset.
To fuse predictions of different modalities, we can take element-wise maximum or average of predictions made by scene and person branches of all streams. We also experiment with fusion using a linear SVM. The results for individual actions and group activity are summarized in Ta cal flow related predictions. Fusion by maximum has poor performance in all cases. Average fusion has better results compared to maximum. Weighted sum using the linear SVM has the best results in every part. Due to the consistency of SVM, we choose it as fusion method in our final method.
Comparison with State-of-the-Art
Volleyball Dataset
As we discussed in the previous section, using both person and scene level predictions in RGB, optical flow, and warped optical flow combined with person level predictions of posemap is able to achieve highest performance and we choose this combination as our final model. Our results along with the results of prior works are summarized in Table. 4 . We compare our model with hierarchical deep temporal model (HDTM) [13] , confidence energy recurrent network (CERN) [20] , and social scene understanding (Social Scene) [2] . Average accuracy of individuals and group activity in two cases where single or multiple frames are fed to the model are reported. Our model along with Social Scene model achieve significantly better accuracies for group activity when a sequence of frames is used. good as the recurrent models. Second, even without having access to the trajectory of persons, model can learn to extract appropriate features from flow fields with regard to the position of persons in the middle frame and achieve competitive results with state-of-the-art model. Third, posemap includes valuable information that is not captured by other streams. This helps the model to perform better than the state of the art. Furthermore, by analyzing results on single frame we observe a significant improvement over Social Scene in both individual and group activity in terms of accuracy. These observations further approve the effectiveness of the pose modality and our model's ability to learn from it.
Collective Activity Dataset
For Collective Activity dataset, we use all four streams with their person-level and scene-level predictions and combine them with a linear SVM. Group activity performance of the proposed model is then evaluated in two different settings.
In the first experiment, the Multi-class Classification Accuracy (MCA) of the proposed model over the five classes of Collective Activity dataset is compared with those of seven other group activity recognition methods (Table. 5 ). As the reported results of this table show, the proposed model has competitive results with the best performing method [20] and outperforms other approaches. However, a small modification of the dataset clearly depicts the superiority of the proposed model. Crossing activity is basically a form of Walking activity performed by a group of persons walking across a street. Therefore, similar to [26] , we merge the predictions of Crossing and Walking activities into the new Moving activity and report the mean per class accuracy (MPCA) in Table. 6. We use the reported accuracies in [26] for [5] , [12] , [15] , and [13] . The MPCA for [16] is calculated from their reported confusion matrix. We were not able to report the results for [20] due to the lack of the confusion matrix in this work. As the results show, our model is significantly better than other methods in this setting and it is evident that most of its mistakes occur when it tries to discriminate between Crossing and Walking activities and after combining them into the Moving activity, high performance is observed for both Moving activity classification accuracy Method Accuracy [5] 80.40 [12] 83.40 [15] 79.70 [13] 81.50 [16] 86.10 [20] 87.20 Ours 87.01 and MPCA of all classes.
Conclusions
In this paper, we presented multi-stream convolutional networks as a framework for group activity recognition. In this framework, new modalities both in spatial and temporal domains can be easily plugged in to improve the model's power. Depending on the input modality, one or both person and scene level group activity predictions can be used in the model. Experimental results on Volleyball and Collective Activity datasets show the effectiveness of our approach. Our model is able to surpass state-of-the-art methods in group activity recognition in both multiple and single frame cases on Volleyball dataset and shows competitive group activity recognition results on Collective Activity dataset in different settings.
